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Foreword The interfacing of analytical instrumentation to small computers for the purpose of online data acquisition has now become almost standard practice in the modern chemistry laboratory. Using widely-available, low-cost microcomputers and off-the-shelf add-in components, it is now easier than ever to acquire data quickly in digital form. In what ways is on-line digital data acquisition superior to the old methods such as the chart recorder? Some of the advantages are obvious, such as archival storage and retrieval of data and post-run re-plotting with adjustable scale expansion. Even more important, however, there is the possibility of performing post-run data analysis and signal processing. There are a large number of computer-based numerical methods that can be used to reduce noise, improve the resolution of overlapping peaks, compensate for instrumental artifacts, test hypotheses, optimize measurement strategies, diagnose measurement difficulties, and decompose complex signals into their component parts. These techniques can often make difficult measurements easier by extracting more information from the available data. Many of these techniques are based on laborious mathematical procedures that were not practical before the advent of computerized instrumentation. It is important for chemistry students to appreciate the capabilities and the limitations of these modern signal processing techniques. In the chemistry curriculum, signal processing may be covered as part of a course on instrumental analysis (1, 2), electronics for chemists (3), laboratory interfacing (4), or basic chemometrics (5). The purpose of this paper is to give a general introduction to some of the most widely used signal processing techniques and to give illustrations of their applications in analytical chemistry. This essay covers only elementary topics and is limited to only basic mathematics. For more advanced topics and for a more rigorous treatment of the underlying mathematics, refer to the extensive literature on chemometrics. This tutorial makes use of a freeware signal-processing program called SPECTRUM that was used to produce many of the illustrations. Additional examples were developed in Matlab, a high-performance commercial numerical computing environment and programming language that is widely used in research. Paragraphs in gray at the end of each section in this essay describe the related capabilities of each of these programs.



Signal arithmetic The most basic signal processing functions are those that involve simple signal arithmetic: point-by-point addition, subtraction, multiplication, or division of two signals or of one signal and a constant. Despite their mathematical simplicity, these functions can be very useful. For example, in the left part of Figure 1 (Window 1) the top curve is the absorption spectrum of an extract of a sample of oil shale, a kind of rock that is is a source of petroleum.



Figure 1. A simple point-by--point subtraction of two signals allows the background (bottom curve on the left) to be subtracted from a complex sample (top curve on the left), resulting in a clearer picture of what is really in the sample (right). This spectrum exhibits two absorption bands, at about 515 nm and 550 nm, that are due to a class of molecular fossils of chlorophyll called porphyrins. (Porphyrins are used as geomarkers in oil exploration). These bands are superimposed on a background absorption caused by the extracting solvents and by non-porphyrin compounds extracted from the shale. The bottom curve is the spectrum of an extract of a non-porphyrin-bearing shale, showing only the background absorption. To obtain the spectrum of the shale extract without the background, the background (bottom curve) is simply subtracted from the sample spectrum (top curve). The difference is shown in the right in Window 2 (note the change in Y-axis scale). In this case the removal of the background is not perfect, because the background spectrum is measured on a separate shale sample. However, it works well enough that the two bands are now seen more clearly and it is easier to measure precisely their absorbances and wavelengths. In this example and the one below, the assumption is being made that the two signals in Window 1 have the same x-axis values, that is, that both spectra are digitized at the same set of wavelengths. Strictly speaking this operation would not be valid if two spectra were digitized over different wavelength ranges or with different intervals between adjacent points. The x-axis values much match up point for point. In practice, this is very often the case with data sets acquired within one experiment on one instrument, but the experimenter must take care if the instruments settings are changed or if data from two experiments or two instrument are combined. (Note: It is possible to use the mathematical technique of interpolation to change the number of points or the x-axis intervals of



signals; the results are only approximate but often close enough in practice). Sometimes one needs to know whether two signals have the same shape, for example in comparing the spectrum of an unknown to a stored reference spectrum. Most likely the concentrations of the unknown and reference, and therefore the amplitudes of the spectra, will be different. Therefore a direct overlay or subtraction of the two spectra will not be useful. One possibility is to compute the point-by-point ratio of the two signals; if they have the same shape, the ratio will be a constant. For example, examine Figure 2.



Figure 2. Do the two spectra on the left have the same shape? They certainly do not look the same, but that may simply be due to that fact that one is much weaker that the other. The ratio of the two spectra, shown in the right part (Window 2), is relatively constant from 300 to 440 nm, with a value of 10 +/- 0.2. This means that the shape of these two signals is very nearly identical over this wavelength range. The left part (Window 1) shows two superimposed spectra, one of which is much weaker than the other. But do they have the same shape? The ratio of the two spectra, shown in the right part (Window 2), is relatively constant from 300 to 440 nm, with a value of 10 +/- 0.2. This means that the shape of these two signals is the same, within about +/-2 %, over this wavelength range, and that top curve is about 10 times more intense than the bottom one. Above 440 nm the ratio is not even approximately constant; this is caused by noise, which is the topic of the next section. Simple signal arithmetic operations such as these are easily done in a spreadsheet, any general-purpose programming language, or a dedicated signal-processing program such as SPECTRUM, which is available for free download. SPECTRUM includes addition and multiplication of a signal with a constant; addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division of two signals; normalization, and a large number of other basic math functions (log, ln, antilog, square root, reciprocal, etc). In Matlab, math operations on signals are especially powerful because the variables in Matlab can be either scalar (single values), vector (like a row or a column in a spreadsheet), representing one entire signal, spectrum or chromatogram, or matrix (like a rectangular block of cells in a spreadsheet), representing a set of signals. For example, in Matlab you could define two vectors a=[1 2 5 2 1] and b=[4 3 2 1 0]. Then to subtract B from A you would just type a-b, which gives the result [-3 -1 3 1 1]. To multiply A times B point by point, you would type a.*b, which gives the result [4 6 10 2 0]. If you have an entire spectrum in the variable a, you can plot it just by



typing plot(a). And if you also had a vector w of x-axis values (such as wavelengths), you can plot a vs w by typing plot(w,a). The subtraction of two spectra a and b, as in Figure 1, can be performed simply by writing a-b. To plot the difference, you would write plot(a-b). Likewise, to plot the ratio of two spectra, as in Figure 2, you would write plot(a./b). Moreover, Matlab is a programming language that can automate complex sequences of operations by saving them in scripts and functions.



Signals and noise Experimental measurements are never perfect, even with sophisticated modern instruments. Two main types or measurement errors are recognized: systematic error, in which every measurement is either less than or greater than the "correct" value by a fixed percentage or amount, and random error, in which there are unpredictable variations in the measured signal from moment to moment or from measurement to measurement. This latter type of error is often called noise, by analogy to acoustic noise. There are many sources of noise in physical measurements, such as building vibrations, air currents, electric power fluctuations, stray radiation from nearby electrical apparatus, interference from radio and TV transmissions, random thermal motion of molecules, and even the basic quantum nature of matter and energy itself. In spectroscopy, three fundamental type of noise are recognized: photon noise, detector noise, and flicker (fluctuation) noise. Photon noise (often the limiting noise in instruments that use photomultiplier detectors), is proportional to the square root of light intensity, and therefore the SNR is proportional to the square root of light intensity and directly proportional to the slit width. Detector noise (often the limiting noise in instruments that use solid-state photodiode detectors) is independent of the light intensity and therefore the detector SNR is directly proportional to the light intensity and to the square of the monochromator slit width. Flicker noise, caused by light source instability, vibration, sample cell positioning errors, sample turbulence, light scattering by suspended particles, dust, bubbles, etc., is directly proportional to the light intensity, so the flicker SNR is not decreased by increasing the slit width. Flicker noise can usually be reduced or eliminated by using specialized instrument designs such as double-beam, dual wavelength, diode array, and wavelength modulation. The quality of a signal is often expressed quantitatively as the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) which is the ratio of the true signal amplitude (e.g. the average amplitude or the peak height) to the standard deviation of the noise. Signal-to-noise ratio is inversely proportional to the relative standard deviation of the signal amplitude. Measuring the signal-to-noise ratio usually requires that the noise be measured separately, in the absence of signal. Depending on the type of experiment, it may be possible to acquire readings of the noise alone, for example on a segment of the baseline before or after the occurrence of the signal. However, if the magnitude of the noise depends on the level of the signal (as in photon noise or flicker noise in spectroscopy), then the experimenter must try to produce a constant signal level to allows measurement of the noise on the signal. In a few cases, where it is possible to model the shape of the signal exactly by means of a mathematical function, the noise may be estimated by subtracting the model signal from the experimental signal.



Figure 3. Window 1 (left) is a single measurement of a very noisy signal. There is actually a broad peak near the center of this signal, but it is not possible to measure its position, width, and height accurately because the signal-to-noise ratio is very poor (less than 1). Window 2 (right) is the average of 9 repeated measurements of this signal, clearly showing the peak emerging from the noise. The expected improvement in signalto-noise ratio is 3 (the square root of 9). Often it is possible to average hundreds of measurement, resulting is much more substantial improvement. One of the fundamental problems in signal measurement is distinguishing the noise from the signal. Sometimes the two can be partly distinguished on the basis of frequency components: for example, the signal may contain mostly low-frequency components and the noise may be located a higher frequencies. This is the basis of filtering and smoothing. But the thing that really distinguishes signal from noise is that random noise is not the same from one measurement of the signal to the next, whereas the genuine signal is at least partially reproducible. So if the signal can be measured more than once, use can be made of this fact by measuring the signal over and over again as fast as practical and adding up all the measurements point-by-point. This is called ensemble averaging, and it is one of the most powerful methods for improving signals, when it can be applied. For this to work properly, the noise must be random and the signal must occur at the same time in each repeat. An example is shown in Figure 3. 3. SPECTRUM includes several functions for measuring signals and noise, plus a signalgenerator that can be used to generate artificial signals with Gaussian and Lorentzian bands, sine waves, and normally-distributed random noise. Matlab has built-in functions that can be used for measuring and plotting signals and noise, such as mean, max, min, range, std, plot, hist. You can also create user-defined functions to automate commonlyused algorithms. Some examples that you can download and use are these user-defined functions to calculate typical peak shapes commonly encountered in analytical chemistry, gaussian and lorentzian, and typical types of random noise (whitenoise, pinknoise), which can be useful in modeling and simulating analytical signals and testing measurement techniques. (If you are viewing this document on-line, you can Ctrl-click on these links to inspect the code). Once you have created or downloaded those functions, you can use them to plot a simulated noisy peak such as in Figure 3 by typing x=[1:256];plot(x,gaussian(x,128,64)+whitenoise(x)).



Smoothing In many experiments in physical science, the true signal amplitudes (y-axis values) change rather smoothly as a function of the x-axis values, whereas many kinds of noise are seen as rapid, random changes in amplitude from point to point within the signal. In the latter situation it is common practice to attempt to reduce the noise by a process called smoothing. In smoothing, the data points of a signal are modified so that individual points that are higher than the immediately adjacent points (presumably because of noise) are reduced, and points that are lower than the adjacent points are increased. This naturally leads to a smoother signal. As long as the true underlying signal is actually smooth, then the true signal will not be much distorted by smoothing, but the noise will be reduced. Smoothing algorithms. The simplest smoothing algorithm is the rectangular or unweighted sliding-average smooth; it simply replaces each point in the signal with the average of m adjacent points, where m is a positive integer called the smooth width. For example, for a 3-point smooth (m=3):



for j = 2 to n-1, where Sj the jth point in the smoothed signal, Yj the jth point in the original signal, and n is the total number of points in the signal. Similar smooth operations can be constructed for any desired smooth width, m. Usually m is an odd number. If the noise in the data is "white noise" (that is, evenly distributed over all frequencies) and its standard deviation is s, then the standard deviation of the noise remaining in the signal after the first pass of an unweighted sliding-average smooth will be approximately s over the square root of m (s/sqrt(m)), where m is the smooth width. The triangular smooth is like the rectangular smooth, above, except that it implements a weighted smoothing function. For a 5-point smooth (m=5):



for j = 3 to n-2, and similarly for other smooth widths. This is equivalent to two passes of a 3-point rectangular smooth. This smooth is more effective at reducing high-frequency noise in the signal than the simpler rectangular smooth. Note that again in this case, the width of the smooth m is an odd integer and the smooth coefficients are symmetrically balanced around the central point, which is important point because it preserves the xaxis position of peaks and other features in the signal. (This is especially critical for analytical and spectroscopic applications because the peak positions are sometimes important measurement objectives). Note that we are assuming here that the x-axis intervals of the signal is uniform, that is, that the difference between the x-axis values of adjacent points is the same throughout the signal. This is also assumed in many of the other signal-processing techniques described in this essay, and it is a very common (but not necessary) characteristic of signals that are acquired by automated and computerized equipment. Noise reduction. Smoothing usually reduces the noise in a signal. If the noise is "white" (that is, evenly distributed over all frequencies) and its standard deviation is s, then the



standard deviation of the noise remaining in the signal after one pass of a triangular smooth will be approximately s*0.8/sqrt(m), where m is the smooth width. Smoothing operations can be applied more than once: that is, a previously-smoothed signal can be smoothed again. In some cases this can be useful if there is a great deal of high-frequency noise in the signal. However, the noise reduction for white noise is less less in each successive smooth. For example, three passes of a rectangular smooth reduces white noise by a factor of approximately s*0.7/sqrt(m), only a slight improvement over two passes (triangular smooth). Edge effects and the lost points problem. Note in the equations above that the 3-point rectangular smooth is defined only for j = 2 to n-1. There is not enough data in the signal to define a complete 3-point smooth for the first point in the signal (j = 1) or for the last point (j = n) , because there are no data points before the first point or after the last point. Similarly, a 5-point smooth is defined only for j = 3 to n-2, and therefore a smooth can not be calculated for the first two points or for the last two points. In general, for an mwidth smooth, there will be (m-1)/2 points at the beginning of the signal and (m-1)/2 points at the end of the signal for which a complete m-width smooth can not be calculated. What to do? There are two approaches. One is to accept the loss of points and trim off those points or replace them with zeros in the smooth signal. (That's the approach taken in the figures in this paper). The other approach is to use progressively smaller smooths at the ends of the signal, for example to use 2, 3, 5, 7... point smooths for signal points 1, 2, 3,and 4..., and for points n, n-1, n-2, n-3..., respectively. The later approach may be preferable if the edges of the signal contain critical information, but it increases execution time. Examples of smoothing. A simple example of smoothing is shown in Figure 4. The left half of this signal is a noisy peak. The right half is the same peak after undergoing a triangular smoothing algorithm. The noise is greatly reduced while the peak itself is hardly changed. Smoothing increases the signal-to-noise ratio and allows the signal characteristics (peak position, height, width, area, etc.) to be measured more accurately, especially when computer-automated methods of locating and measuring peaks are being employed.



Figure 4. The left half of this signal is a noisy peak. The right half is the same peak after undergoing a smoothing algorithm. The noise is greatly reduced while the peak itself is hardly changed, making it easier to measure the peak position, height, and width. The larger the smooth width, the greater the noise reduction, but also the greater the possibility that the signal will be distorted by the smoothing operation. The optimum choice of smooth width depends upon the width and shape of the signal and the digiti-



zation interval. For peak-type signals, the critical factor is the smoothing ratio, the ratio between the smooth width m and the number of points in the half-width of the peak. In general, increasing the smoothing ratio improves the signal-to-noise ratio but causes a reduction in amplitude and in increase in the bandwidth of the peak.



The figures above show examples of the effect of three different smooth widths on noisy gaussian-shaped peaks. In the figure on the left, the peak has a (true) height of 2.0 and there are 80 points in the half-width of the peak. The red line is the original unsmoothed peak. The three superimposed green lines are the results of smoothing this peak with a triangular smooth of width (from top to bottom) 7, 25, and 51 points. Because the peak width is 80 points, the smooth ratios of these three smooths are 7/80 = 0.09, 25/80 = 0.31, and 51/80 = 0.64, respectively. As the smooth width increases, the noise is progressively reduced but the peak height also is reduced slightly. For the largest smooth, the peak width is slightly increased. In the figure on the right, the original peak (in red) has a true height of 1.0 and a half-width of 33 points. (It is also less noisy than the example on the left.) The three superimposed green lines are the results of the same three triangular smooths of width (from top to bottom) 7, 25, and 51 points. But because the peak width in this case is only 33 points, the smooth ratios of these three smooths are larger: 0.21, 0.76, and 1.55, respectively. You can see that the peak distortion effect (reduction of peak height and increase in peak width) is greater for the narrower peak because the smooth ratios are higher. Smooth ratios of greater than 1.0 are seldom used because of excessive peak distortion. Note that even in the worst case, the peak positions are not effected (assuming that the original peaks were symmetrical and not overlapped by other peaks). It's important to point out that smoothing results such as illustrated in the figure above may be deceptively impressive because they employ a single sample of a noisy signal that is smoothed to different degrees. This causes the viewer to underestimate the contribution of low-frequency noise, which is hard to estimate visually because there are so few low-frequency cycles in the signal record. This error can be remedied by taking a large number of independent samples of noisy signal. This is illustrated in the Interactive Smoothing module for Matlab, which includes a "Resample" control that swaps the noise in the signal with different random noise samples, to demonstrate the low-frequency noise that remains in the signal after smoothing. This gives a much more realistic impression of the performance of smoothing Optimization of smoothing. Which is the best smooth ratio? It depends on the purpose of the peak measurement. If the objective of the measurement is to measure the true peak height and width, then smooth ratios below 0.2 should be used. (In the example on the



left, the original peak (red line) has a peak height greater than the true value 2.0 because of the noise, whereas the smoothed peak with a smooth ratio of 0.09 has a peak height that is much closer to the correct value). But if the objective of the measurement is to measure the peak position (x-axis value of the peak), much larger smooth ratios can be employed if desired, because smoothing has no effect at all on the peak position of a symmetrical peak (unless the increase in peak width is so much that it causes adjacent peaks to overlap). In quantitative analysis applications, the peak height reduction caused by smoothing is not so important, because in most cases calibration is based on the signals of standard solutions. If the same signal processing operations are applied to the samples and to the standards, the peak height reduction of the standard signals will be exactly the same as that of the sample signals and the effect will cancel out exactly. In such cases smooth widths from 0.5 to 1.0 can be used if necessary to further improve the signal-to-noise ratio. (The noise is reduced by approximately the square root of the smooth width). In practical analytical chemistry, absolute peak height measurements are seldom required; calibration against standard solutions is the rule. (Remember: the objective of a quantitative analytical spectrophotometric procedure is not to measure absorbance but rather to measure the concentration of the analyte.) It is very important, however, to apply exactly the same signal processing steps to the standard signals as to the sample signals, otherwise a large systematic error may result. When should you smooth a signal? There are two reasons to smooth a signal: (1) for cosmetic reasons, to prepare a nicer-looking graphic of a signal for visual inspection or publication, and (2) if the signal will be subsequently processed by an algorithm that would be adversely effected by the presence of too much high-frequency noise in the signal, for example if the location of maxima, mimima, or inflection points in the signal is to be automatically determined by detecting zero-crossings in derivatives of the signal. But one common situation where you should not smooth signals is prior to least-squares curve fitting, because all smoothing algorithms are at least slightly "lossy", entailing at least some change in signal shape and amplitude. If these requirements conflict, care must be used in the design of algorithms. For example, in a popular technique for peak finding and measurement, peaks are located by detecting downward zero-crossings in the smoothed first derivative, but the position, height, and width of each peak is determined by least-squares curve-fitting of a segment of original unsmoothed data in the vicinity of the zero-crossing. Thus, even if heavy smoothing is necessary to provide reliable discrimination against noise peaks, the peak parameters extracted by curve fitting are not distorted. Video Demonstration. This 18-second, 3 MByte video (Smooth3.wmv) demonstrates the effect of triangular smoothing on a single Gaussian peak with a peak height of 1.0 and peak width of 200. The initial white noise amplitude is 0.3, giving an initial signal-tonoise ratio of about 3.3. An attempt to measure the peak amplitude and peak width of the noisy signal, shown at the bottom of the video, are initially seriously inaccurate because of the noise. As the smooth width is increased, however, the signal-to-noise ratio improves and the accuracy of the measurements of peak amplitude and peak width are improved. However, above a smooth width of about 40 (smooth ratio 0.2), the smoothing causes the peak to be shorter than 1.0 and wider than 200, even though the signal-to-noise



ratio continues to improve as the smooth width is increased. (This demonstration was created in Matlab 6.5 using "Interactive Smoothing for Matlab" module). SPECTRUM includes rectangular and triangular smoothing functions for any number of points. Smoothing in Matlab. The user-defined function fastsmooth implements all the types of smooths discussed above. (If you are viewing this document on-line, you can ctrl-click on this link to inspect the code). Fastsmooth is a Matlab function of the form s=fastsmooth(a,w,type,edge). The argument "a" is the input signal vector; "w" is the smooth width; "type" determines the smooth type: type=1 gives a rectangular (sliding-average or boxcar); type=2 gives a triangular (equivalent to 2 passes of a sliding average); type=3 gives a pseudo-Gaussian (equivalent to 3 passes of a sliding average). The argument "edge" controls how the "edges" of the signal (the first w/2 points and the last w/2 points) are handled. If edge=0, the edges are zero. (In this mode the elapsed time is independent of the smooth width. This gives the fastest execution time). If edge=1, the edges are smoothed with progressively smaller smooths the closer to the end. (In this mode the execution time increases with increasing smooth widths). The smoothed signal is returned as the vector "s". (You can leave off the last two input arguments: fastsmooth(Y,w,type) smooths with edge=0 and fastsmooth(Y,w) smooths with type=1 and edge=0). Compared to convolution-based smooth algorithms, fastsmooth typically gives much faster execution times, especially for large smooth widths; it can smooth a 1,000,000 point signal with a 1,000 point sliding average in less than 0.1 second. Interactive Smoothing for Matlab is a Matlab module for interactive smoothing for timeseries signals, with sliders that allow you to adjust the smoothing parameters continuously while observing the effect on your signal dynamically. Can be used with any smoothing function. Includes a self-contained interactive demo of the effect of smoothing on peak height, width, and signal-to-noise ratio. If you have access to that software, you may download the complete set of Matlab Interactive Smoothing m-files, InteractiveSmoothing.zip, (12 Kbytes) so that you can experiment with all the variables at will and try out this technique on your own signal. Run SmoothSliderTest.m to see how it works.



Differentiation The symbolic differentiation of functions is a topic that is introduced in all elementary Calculus courses. The numerical differentiation of digitized signals is an application of this concept that has many uses in analytical signal processing. The first derivative of a signal is the rate of change of y with x, that is, dy/dx, which is interpreted as the slope of the tangent to the signal at each point. Assuming that the x-interval between adjacent points is constant, the simplest algorithm for computing a first derivative is:



(for 1< j n. But then the equation can not be solved by matrix inversion, because the e matrix is a w x n matrix and a matrix inverse exists only for square matrices. A solution can be obtained in this case by pre-multiplying both sides of the equation by the expression (eTe)-1eT: -1
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C = (e e ) e A T In this expression, e e is a square matrix of order n, the number of species. In most practical applications, n is typically only 2 to 5, this is not a very big matrix to invert, no matter how many wavelengths are used. In general, the more wavelengths are used the more effectively the random noise will be averaged out (although it won’t help to use wavelengths in spectral regions where none of the components produce analytical signals). The determination of the optimum wavelength region must usually be determined empirically. Two extensions of the CLS method are commonly made. First, in order to account for baseline shift caused by drift, background, and light scattering, a column of 1s is added to the e matrix. This has the effect of introducing into the solution an additional component with a flat spectrum; this is referred to as “background correction”. Second, in order to account for the fact that the precision of measurement may vary with wavelength, it is common to perform a weighted least squares solution that deemphasizes wavelength regions where precision is poor: T
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C = (e V e ) e V A where V is an w x w diagonal matrix of variances at each wavelength. In absorption T
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spectroscopy, where the precision of measurement is poor in spectral regions where the absorbance is very high (and the light level and signal-to-noise ratio therefore low), it is common to use the transmittance T or its square T2 as weighting factors. Inverse Least Squares (ILS) calibration. ILS is a method that can be used to measure the concentration of an analyte in samples in which the spectrum of the analyte in the sample is not known beforehand. Whereas the classical least squares method models the signal at each wavelength as the sum of the concentrations of the analyte times the analytical sensitivity, the inverse least squares methods use the reverse approach and models the analyte concentration c in each sample as the sum of the signals A at each wavelength times calibration coefficients m that express how the concentration of that species is related to the signal at each wavelength: cs1 = ml1As1,l1 + ml2As1,l2 + ml2As1,l2 + ... for all w wavelengths. cs2 = ml1As2,l1 + ml2As2,l2 + ml2As2,l2 + ... and so on for all s samples. In matrix form C = AM where C is the s-length vector of concentrations of the analyte in the s samples, A is the w x s matrix of measured signals at the w wavelengths in the s samples, and M is the wlength vector of calibration coefficients. Now, suppose that you have a set of standard samples that are typical of the type of sample that you wish to be able to measure and which contain a range of analyte concentrations that span the range of concentrations expected to be found in other samples of that type. This will serve as the calibration set. You measure the spectrum of each of the samples in this calibration set and put these data into a w x s matrix of measured signals A. You then measure the analyte concentrations in each of the samples by some reliable and independent analytical method and put those data into a s-length vector of concentrations C. Together these data allow you to calculate the calibration vector M by solving the above equation. If the number of samples in the calibration set is greater than the number of wavelengths, the least-squares solution is: T
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M = (A A) A C T (Note that A A is a square matrix of size w, the number of wavelengths, which must be less than s). This calibration vector can be used to compute the analyte concentrations of other samples, which are similar to but not in the calibration set, from the measured spectra of the samples: C = AM Clearly this will work well only if the analytical samples are similar to the calibration set. Most modern spreadsheets have basic matrix manipulation capabilities and can be used for multicomponent calibration, for example Excel, OpenOffice Calc. Here is an example of a multicomponent calibration calibration performed in a spreadsheet environment. But Matlab is really the natural computer approach to multicomponent analysis because it handles all types of matrix math so easily. In Matlab, the notation is a little different: transpose of a matrix A is A', the inverse of A is inv(A), and matrix multiplication is designated by *. Thus the solution to the classical least squares method above is written C = inv(E'*E)*E'*A, where E is the rectangular matrix of sensitivities at each wavelength for each component The script RegressionDemo.m demonstrates the classical least squares procedure for a simulated absorption spectrum of a 5-component mixture, illustrated on the left. In this example the dots represent the observed spectrum of the mixture (with noise) and the five colored bands represent the five components in the mixture, whose spectra are known but whose concentrations in the mixture are unknown. The black line represents the "best fit" to the observed spectrum calculated by the



program. In this example the concentrations of the five components are measured to an accuracy of about 1% relative (limited by the noise in the observed spectrum). The Inverse Least Squares (ILS) technique is demonstrated by this script and the graph below. This is a real data set derived from the near infrared (NIR) reflectance spectroscopy of agricultural wheat samples analyzed for protein content. In this example there are 50 calibration samples measured at 6 wavelengths. The samples had already been analyzed by a reliable, but laborious and time-consuming, reference method. The purpose of this calibration is to establish whether nearinfrared reflectance spectroscopy, which can be measured much more quickly on wheat paste preparations, correlates to their protein content. These results indicate that it does, at least for this set of 50 wheat samples, and therefore is it likely that near-infrared spectroscopy should do a pretty good job of estimating the protein content of similar unknown samples. The key is that the unknown samples must be similar to the calibrations samples (except for the protein content). However, this is a very common analytical situation in commerce, where large numbers of samples of a similar predictable type must be analyzed.



Curve fitting C: Non-linear Iterative Curve Fitting ("spectral deconvolution" or "peak deconvolution") The linear least squares curve fitting described in "Curve Fitting A" is simple and fast, but it is limited to situations where the dependent variable can be modeled as a polynomial with linear coefficients. We saw that in some cases a non-linear situation can be converted into a linear one by a coordinate transformation, but this is possible only in some special cases and, in any case, the resulting coordinate transformation of the noise in the data can result in inaccuracies in the parameters measured in this way. The most general way of fitting any model to a set of data is the iterative method, a kind of "trial and error" procedure in which the parameters of the model are adjusted in a systematic fashion until the equation fits the data as close as required. This sounds like a brute-force approach, and it's true that, in the days before computers, this method was only grudgingly applied. But its great generality, coupled with advances in computer speed and algorithm efficiency, means that iterative methods are more widely used now than ever before. Iterative methods proceed in the following general way: (1) the operator selects a model for the data; (2) first guesses of all the non-linear parameters are made; (3) a computer program computes the model and compares it to the data set, calculating a fitting error; (4) if the fitting error is greater that the required fitting accuracy, the program systematically changes one or more of the parameters and loops back around to step 3. This continues until the fitting error is less than the specified error. One popular technique for doing this is called the Nelder-Mead Modified Simplex. This is essentially a



way of organizing and optimizing the changes in parameters (step 4, above) to shorten the time required to fit the function to the required degree of accuracy. With contemporary personal computers, the entire process typically takes only a fraction of a second. The main difficulty of the interactive methods is that they sometime fail to converge at an optimum solution in difficult cases. The standard approach to handle this is to restart the algorithm with another set of first guesses. Iterative curve fitting also takes longer than linear regression - with typical modern personal computers, an iterative fit might take fractions of a second where a regression would take fractions of a millisecond. Still, this is fast enough for many purposes. Note: the term "spectral deconvolution" or "band deconvolution" is often used to refer to this technique. Spreadsheets and stand-alone programs. There are a number of downloadable nonlinear iterative curve fitting adds-ons and macros for Excel and OpenOffice, as well as some stand-alone freeware and commercial programs that perform this function. Matlab has a convenient and efficient function called FMINSEARCH that uses the Nelder-Mead method. It works in conjunction with a user-defined "fitting function" that computes the model, compares it to the data, and returns the fitting error. For example, writing options = optimset('TolX',0.1); parameter=FMINSEARCH('fitfunction',start,options,x,y) performs an interative fit of the data in the vectors x,y to a model described in a previously-created function called fitfunction, using the first guesses in the vector start and stopping at the tolerance defined by the optimset function. The parameters of the fit are returned in the vector "parameters", in the same order that they appear in "start". A simple example is fitting the blackbody equation to the spectrum of an incandescent body for the purpose of estimating its color temperature. In this case there is only one nonlinear parameter, temperature. The script BlackbodyDataFit.m demonstrates the technique, placing the experimentally measured spectrum in the vectors "wavelength" and "radiance" and then calling FMINSEARCH with the fitting function fitblackbody.m. Another application is demonstrated by Matlab's built-in demo fitdemo.m and its fitting function fitfun.m, which models the sum of two exponential decays. (To see this, just type "fitdemo" in the Matlab command window). The custom demonstration script Demofitgauss.m demonstrates fitting a Gaussian function to a set of data, using the fitting function fitgauss2.m. In this case there are two non-linear parameters, the peak position and the peak width (the peak height is a linear parameter and is determined by regression in line 9 of the fitting function fitgauss2.m and is returned in the global variable "c"). This is easily extended to fitting two overlapping Gaussians in Demofitgauss2.m (shown on the left) using the same fitting function (which easily adapts to any number of peaks, depending on the length of the first-guess "start" vector). All these functions call the user-defined peak shape function gaussian.m. Similar procedures can be defined for other peak shapes simply by calling the corresponding peak shape function, such as lorentzian.m. (Note: in order for scripts like Demofitgauss.m or



Demofitgauss2.m to work on your version of Matlab, all the functions that they call must be loaded into Matlab beforehand, in this case fitgauss2.m and gaussian.m). You can create your own fitting functions for any purpose; they are not limited to single algebraic expressions, but can be arbitrary complex multi-step algorithms. For example, in this application in absorption spectroscopy, a model of the instrumentally-broadened transmission spectrum is fit to the observed transmission data, in order to extend the dynamic range and calibration linearity beyond the normal limits, using a fitting function that performs Fourier convolution of the transmission spectrum with the slit function of the spectrometer. Note: you can rightclick on any of the m-file links above and select Save Link As... to download them to your computer for use within Matlab.



Interactive Peak Fitter (http://terpconnect.umd.edu/~toh/spectrum/InteractivePeakFitter.htm) This is a series of Matlab peak fitting programs for time-series signals, which uses an unconstrained non-linear optimization algorithm to decompose a complex, overlapping-peak signal into its component parts. The objective is to determine whether your signal can be represented as the sum of fundamental underlying peaks shapes. These programs do not require the signal processing or optimization toolboxes. They accept signals of any length, including those with noninteger and non-uniform x-values, and can fits groups of peaks with Gaussian, Lorentzian, Logistic, Pearson, and exponentially-broadened Gaussian models (expandable to other shapes). There are three different versions, a command line version, a keypress operated interactive version, and a version with mouse-controlled sliders (which requires Matlab 6.5).



Accuracy and precision of peak parameter measurement There are four major sources of error in measuring the peak parameters (peak positions, heights, widths, and areas) by iterative curve fitting: a. Model errors. If you have the wrong model for your peaks, the results can not be



expected to be accurate; for instance, if your actual peaks are Lorentzian in shape, but you fit them with a Gaussian model, or vice versa. For example, a single isolated Gaussian peak at x=5, with a height of 1.000 fits a Gaussian model virtually perfectly, using the Matlab user-defined peakfit function: >> x=[0:.1:10];y=exp(-(x-5).^2); >> [FitResults,MeanFitError]=peakfit([x' y'],5,10,1,1) FitResults = 1 5 1 1.6649 1.7724 MeanFitError = 0.001679 (The fit results are, from left to right, peak number, peak position, peak height, peak width, and peak area). But this same peak, when fit with a Logistic model, gives a fitting error of 1.4% and height and width errors or 3% and 6%, respectively: >> [FitResults,MeanFitError]=peakfit([x' y'],5,10,1,3) FitResults = 1 5.0002 0.96652 1.762 1.7419 MeanFitError = 1.4095 When fit with a Lorentzian model (shown on the right), this peak gives a 6% fitting error and height and width errors of 8% and 20%, respectively. >> [FitResults,MeanFitError]=peakfit([x' y'],5,10,1,2) FitResults = 1 5 1.0876 1.3139 2.0579 MeanFitError = 5.7893 So clearly the larger the fitting errors, the larger are the parameter errors, but the parameter errors are not equal to the fitting error (that would just be too easy). Also, clearly the peak width and area are the parameters most susceptible to errors. The peak positions, as you can see here, are measured accurately, even if the model is way wrong, as long as the peak is symmetrical and not highly overlapping with other peaks . (To make matters worse, the parameters errors depend not just on the fitting error but also on the data density (number of data points in the width of each peak) and on the extent of peak overlap. It's complicated.) Another source of model error occurs if you have the wrong number of peaks in your model. For example, if the data actually has two peaks but you try to fit it with only one peak, the peak parameters of the peaks that are fit may not yield accurate parameter measurements. In the example shown on the right, the signal looks like one peak, but is actually two peaks at x=4 and x=5 with peaks heights of 1.000 and widths



of 1.665. If you fit this signal with a single-peak model, you get: >> x=[0:.1:10];y=exp(-(x-4).^2)+exp(-(x-5).^2); >> [FitResults,MeanFitError]=peakfit([x' y'],5,10,1,1) FitResults = 1 4.5 1.5887 2.1182 3.5823 MeanFitError = 0.97913 But a fit with two peaks (shown on the right) is much better and yields accurate parameters for both peaks: >>



[FitResults,MeanFitError]=peakfit([x' y'],5,10,2,1) FitResults = 1 3.9995 0.99931 1.6645 1.7707 2 4.9996 1.0009 1.6651 1.7742 MeanFitError = 0.0010009 Model errors result in a "wavy" structure in the residual plot (lower panel of the figure), rather than the random scatter of points that would ideally be observed if a peak is accurately fit, save for the random noise. (This is one good reason for not smoothing your data before fitting). b. Background correction errors. The peaks that are measured in most measurement instruments are often superimposed on a non-specific background. Ordinarily the experiment protocol is designed to minimize the background or to compensate for the background, for example by subtracting the signal from a "blank" from the signal from an actual specimen. But even so there is often a residual background that can not be eliminated completely experimentally. The origin and shape of that background depends on the specific measurement method, but often this background is a broad, tilted, or curved shape, and the peaks are comparatively narrow features superimposed on that background. There are various sophisticated methods described in the literature for estimating and subtracting the background in such cases. The simplest assumption, which is used by the Interactive Peak Fitter, is that the background is locally linear, that is, can be approximated as a straight line in the local region of group of peaks being fit together. When the autozero mode of the ipf.m function is turned on (T key), a straight-line baseline connecting the two ends of the signal segment in the upper panel will be automatically subtracted as the pan and zoom controls are used to isolate the group of overlapping peaks to be fit.



Example of an experimental chromatographic signal. From left to right, (1) Raw data with peaks superimposed on baseline; (2) Baseline automatically subtracted by the autozero mode in ipf.m; (3) Fit with a three-peak Gaussian model. c. Random noise in the signal. Any experimental signal has a certain amount of random noise, which means that the individual data points scatter randomly above and below their mean values. The assumption is ordinarily made that the scatter is equally above and below the true signal, so that the long-term average approaches the true mean value; the noise "averages to zero" as it is often said. The practical problem is that any given recording of the signal contains only one finite sample of the noise. If another recording of the signal is made, it will contain another independent sample of the noise. These noise sample are not infinitely long and therefore do not represent the true long-term nature of the noise. This presents two problems: (1) an individual sample of the noise will not "average to zero" and thus the parameters of the best-fit model will not necessarily equal the true values, and (2) the magnitude of the noise during one sample might not be typical; the noise might have been randomly greater or smaller than average during that time. This means that the mathematical "propagation of error" methods, which seek to estimate the likely error in the model parameters based on the noise in the signal, will be subject to error (underestimating the error if the noise happens to be lower than average and overestimating the errors if the noise happens to be larger than average). A better way to estimate the parameter errors is to record multiple samples of the signal, fit each of those separately, compute the models parameters from each fit, and calculate the standard error of each parameter. This is exactly what the script DemoPeakfit.m (which requires the peakfit.m function) does for simulated noisy peak signals such as those illustrated below. It's easy to demonstrate that, as expected, the average fitting error precision and the relative standard deviation of the parameters increases directly with the random noise level in the signal. But the precision and the accuracy of the measured parameters also depend on which parameter it is (peak positions are always measured more accurately than their heights, widths, and areas) and on the peak height and extent of peak overlap (the two left-most peaks in this example are not only weaker but also more overlapped that the right-most peak, and therefore exhibit poorer parameter measurements). In this example, the fitting error is 1.6% and the percent relative standard deviation of the parameters ranges from 0.05% for the peak position of the largest peak to 12% for the peak area of the smallest peak.



The parameter errors depend not only on the characteristics of the peaks in question, but also upon other peaks that are overlapping it. From left to right: (1) a single peak at x=100 with a peak height of 1.0 and width of 30 is fit with a Gaussian model, yielding a relative fit error of 4.9% and relative standard deviation of peak position, height, and width of 0.2%, 0.95%, and 1.5% , respectively. (2) The same peak, with the same noise level but with another peak overlapping it, reduces the relative fit error to 2.4% (because the addition if the second peak increases overall signal amplitude), but increases the relative standard deviation of peak position, height, and width to 0.84%, 5%, and 4% - a seemingly better fit, but with poorer precision for the first peak. (3) The addition of a third peak further reduces the fit error to 1.6% , but the relative standard deviation of peak position, height, and width of the first peak are still 0.8%, 5.8%, and 3.64%, about the same as with two peaks, because the third peak does not overlap the first one significantly. One way to reduce the effect of noise is to take more data. If the experiment makes it possible to reduce the x-axis interval between points, or to take multiple readings at each x-axis values, then the resulting increase in the number of data points in each peak should help reduce the effect of noise. As a demonstration, using the script DemoPeakfit.m to create a simulated overlapping peak signal like that shown above right, it's possible to change the interval between x values and thus the total number of data points in the signal. With a noise level of 1% and 75 points in the signal, the fitting error is 0.35 and the average parameter error is 0.8%. With 300 points in the signal and the same noise level, the fitting error is essentially the same, but the average parameter error drops to 0.4%, suggesting that the accuracy of the measured parameters varies inversely with the square root of the number of data points in the peaks. d. Iterative fitting errors. Unlike multiple linear regression curve fitting, iterative methods may not converge on the exact same model parameters each time the fit is repeated with slightly different starting values (first guesses). The Interactive Peak Fitter makes it easy to test this, because it uses slightly different starting values each time the signal is fit (by pressing the F key in ipf.m, for example). Even better, by pressing the X key, the ipf.m function



silently computes 10 fits with different starting values and takes the one with the lowest fitting error. A basic assumption of any curve fitting operation is that the fitting error (the RMS difference between the model and the data) is minimized, the parameter errors (the difference between the actual parameters and the parameters of the best-fit model) will also be minimized. This is generally a good assumption, as demonstrated by the graph to the right, which shows typical percent parameters errors as a function of fitting error for the left-most peak in one sample of the simulated signal generated by DemoPeakfit.m (shown in the previous section). The variability of the fitting error here is caused by random small variations in the first guesses, rather than by random noise in the signal. In many practical cases there is enough random noise in the signals that the iterative fitting errors within one sample of the signal are small compared to the random noise errors between samples. Remember that the variability in measured peak parameters from fit to fit of a single sample of the signal is not a good estimate of the precision or accuracy of those parameters, for the simple reason that those results represent only one sample of the signal, noise, and background. The sample-to-sample variations are likely to be much greater than the within-sample variations due to the iterative curve fitting. (In this case, a "sample" is a single recording of signal). So, to sum up, we can make the following observations about the accuracy of model parameters: (1) the parameter errors are directly proportional to the noise in the data and to the fitting error (but is not equal to the fitting error); (2) the errors are typically least for peak position and worse for peak width and area; (3) the errors depend on the data density (number of independent data points in the width of each peak) and on the extent of peak overlap (the parameters of isolated peaks are easier to measure than highly overlapped peaks).



Appendix: Software details 1. SPECTRUM Many of the figures in this essay are screen images from S.P.E.C.T.R.U.M. (Signal Processing for Experimental Chemistry Teaching and Research/ University of Maryland), a Macintosh program we have developed for teaching signal processing to chemistry students.



SPECTRUM is designed for post-run (rather than real-time) processing of "spectral" or time- series data (y values at equally-spaced x intervals), such as spectra, chromatograms, electrochemical signals, etc. The program enhances the information content of instrument signals, for example by reducing noise, improving resolution, compensating for instrumental artifacts, testing hypotheses, and decomposing a complex signal into its component parts. SPECTRUM was the winner of two EDUCOM/NCRIPTAL national software awards in 1990, for Best Chemistry software and for Best Design.



Features • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •



Reads one- or two- column (y-only or x-y) text data tables with either tab or space separators Displays fast, labeled plots in standard resizable windows with full x- and y-axis scale expansion and a mouse- controlled measurement cursor Addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division of two signals Two kinds of smoothing. Three kinds of differentiation Integration Resolution enhancement Interpolation Fused peak area measurement by perpendicular drop or tangent skim methods, with mouse-controlled setting of start and stop points Fourier transformation Power spectra Fourier filtering Convolution and deconvolution Cross- and auto-correlation Built-in signal simulator with Gaussian and Lorentzian bands, sine wave and normally-distributed random noise A number of other useful functions, including: inspect and edit individual data points, normalize, histogram, interpolate, zero fill, group points by 2s, bridge segment, superimpose, extract subset of points, concatenate, reverse X-axis, rotate, set X axis values, reciprocal, log, ln, antilog, antiln, standard deviation, absolute value, square root



SPECTRUM can be used both as a research tool and as an instructional aid in teaching signal processing techniques. The program and its associated tutorial was originally developed for students of analytical chemistry, but the program could be used in any field in which instrumental measurements are used: e.g. chemistry, biochemistry, physics, engineering, medical research, clinical psychology, biology, environmental and earth sciences, agricultural sciences, or materials testing. Machine Requirements: Any Macintosh model with minimum 1 MByte RAM, any standard printer. Color screen desirable. SPECTRUM has been tested on most Macintosh models and on all versions of the operating system through OS 8.1. PC users can run SPECTRUM using a Macintosh emulator program running on a



Windows machine. Currently available Macintosh emulators include SoftMac(http://www.emulators.com/download.htm), Basilisk II (http://basilisk2.cjb.net/), Basilisk II JIT (http://gwenole.beauchesne.online.fr/basilisk2/), and vMac (http://www.vmac.org/). The full version of SPECTRUM 1.1 is now available as freeware, and can be downloaded from http://terpconnect.umd.edu/~toh/spectrum/. There are two versions: SPECTRUM 1.1e: Signals are stored internally as extended-precision real variables and there is a limit of 1024 points per signal. This version performs all its calculations in extended precision and thus has the best dynamic range and the smallest numeric round-off errors. The download address of this version in HQX format is http://terpconnect.umd.edu/~toh/spectrum/SPECTRUM11e.hqx. SPECTRUM 1.1b: Signals are stored internally as single-precision real variables and there is a limit of 4000 points per signal. This version is less precise in its calculations (has more numerical round-off error) than the other version, but allows signals with data more points. The download address of this version in HQX format is http://terpconnect.umd.edu/~toh/spectrum/SPECTRUM11b.hqx. The two versions are otherwise identical. There is also a documentation package (located at http://terpconnect.umd.edu/~toh/spectrum/SPECTRUMdemo.hqx) consisting of: a. Reference manual. Macwrite format (Can be opened from within MacWrite, Microsoft Word, ClarisWorks, WriteNow, and most other full-featured Macintosh word processors). Explains each menu selection and describes the algorithms and mathematical formulae for each operation. The SPECTRUM Reference Manual is also available separately in PDF format at http://terpconnect.umd.edu/~toh/spectrum/SPECTRUMReferenceManual.pdf. b. Signal processing tutorial. Macwrite format (Can be opened from within MacWrite, Microsoft Word, ClarisWorks, WriteNow, and most other full-featured Macintosh word processors). Self-guided tutorial on the applications of signal processing in analytical chemistry. This tutorial is also available on the Web at (http://terpconnect.umd.edu/~toh/Chem498C/SignalProcessing.html) c. Tutorial signals: A library of prerecorded data files for use with the signal processing tutorial. These are plain decimal ascii (tab-delimited) data files. These files are binhex encoded: use Stuffit Expander to decode and decompress as usual. If you are downloading on a Macintosh, all this should happen completely automatically. If you are downloading on a Windows PC, shift-click on the download links above to begin the download. If you are using the ARDI Executor Mac simulator, download the "HQX" files to your C drive, launch Executor, then open the downloaded HQX files with Stuffit Expander, which is pre-loaded into the Executor Macintosh environment. Stuffit Expander will automatically decode and decompress the downloaded files. Note: Because it was developed for academic teaching application where the most modern and powerful models of computers may not be available, SPECTRUM was designed to be "lean and mean" - that is, it has a simple Macintosh-type user interface and very small memory and



disk space requirements. It will work quite well on Macintosh models as old as the Macintosh II, and will even run on older monochrome models (with some cramping of screen space). It does not require a math co-processor. (c) 1989 T. C. O'Haver. This program is free and may be freely distributed. It may be included on CD-ROM collections or other archives.



2. Matlab Matlab is a high-performance commercial numerical computing environment and programming language that is widely used in research and education. See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MATLAB for a general description. There are several basic on-line tutorials and collection of sample code. For example: a. MATLAB Tutorial for New Users (http://www.youtube.com/watch? v=MdrShPzHeYg). This is a narrated 4-minute video introduction for new users. b. An Introductory Guide to MATLAB. (http://www.cs.ubc.ca/spider/cavers/MatlabGuide/guide.html) c. Matlab Summary and Tutorial. (http://www.math.ufl.edu/help/matlab-tutorial/) d. A Practical Introduction to Matlab (http://www.math.mtu.edu/~msgocken/intro/intro.html) e. Matlab Chemometrics Index http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/link_exchange/MATLAB/Chemometrics/in dex.html f. Multivariate Curve Resolution. http://www.ub.edu/mcr/welcome.html
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